2019 EDR Summit Schedule
North Houston Hilton, Raphael Ballroom’s A & B

Sunday March 3, 2019
5:00 PM – 7:00 PM – Early attendee registration check-in

Monday March 4, 2019
7:00 - 8:00 AM Summit attendee registration check-in, complimentary breakfast, exhibitor area open
8:00 - 8:30 AM Opening remarks
8:30 - 9:15 AM Bosch CDR Tool 2019 and Beyond: The GM ASCM, CDR 900, and More. Bill Rose, Bosch Automotive Service Solutions
9:30 - 10:15 AM EDR and U-Haul 26-ft Box Trucks. Scott Poblieglo and Michael Mikhailov, U-Haul International
10:30 - 12:00 PM Analyzing Steering, Yaw and Lateral Accel Stability Control System Data. Richard Ruth, Ruth Consulting
12:00 - 1:00 PM Complimentary Buffet Lunch
1:00 - 2:30 PM Update on Reconstruction of Autonomous Vehicle and ADAS Technology. Alan Moore, P.E., A.B. Moore Forensic Engineering
2:45 - 4:15 PM Velocity Analysis from Video Cameras. Adam Cybanski, Gyro Flight & Safety Analysis and Shane Lock, NTSB
4:30 - 5:30+ PM Bosch CDR 900 Technical Discussion and Demonstration. Rusty Haight, CSI and Bill Rose, Bosch

Tuesday March 5, 2019
7:00 - 8:00 AM Summit attendee registration check-in, complimentary breakfast, exhibitor area open
8:00 - 9:30 AM Tesla EDR Case Studies & Reconstruction Techniques. Robert Anderson, Biomechanics Analysis and Weston Brown, Scottsdale PD
9:45 - 10:45 AM A Generational Review of Collision Mitigation Systems in Heavy Vehicles. Michael DiTallo, Dynamic Safety and Matthew DiSogra, Delta V Forensic Engineers
11:00 - 12:00 PM Validation and Analysis of Vehicle Speed Data Acquired with the Berla iVe System. Wes Vandiver, Collision and Injury Dynamics
12:00 - 1:00 PM Complimentary Buffet Lunch
1:00 - 2:00 PM Infotainment and EDR Correlation. Shawn Harrington, ARCCA
2:15 - 4:00 PM Car Fire = No EDR, Infotainment, or other Electronic Data? And EDR Reprogramming. Mike Stogsdill, Collision Reconstruction Services

Wednesday March 6, 2019
7:00 - 8:00 AM Complimentary breakfast and exhibitor area open
8:00 - 8:30 AM Determining Vehicle Speed from An Audio Recording. Alan Moore, P.E., A.B. Forensic Engineering
8:30 - 9:30 AM Impact Dynamics of Passenger Vehicle in Guardrail and Guardrail End Terminal Crashes. Lawrence Wilson, Wilson Consulting
9:45 - 10:45 AM Motorcycle Accident Reconstruction – Incorporating Struck Vehicle EDR Data. Nathan Rose, Kinecorp
11:00 - 12:00 PM EDR Data - Applications Beyond Impact Speed. Rusty Haight, Collision Safety Institute

Additional Notes
• During the scheduled breaks, you have an opportunity to visit the vendors and network with your peers
• Breakfast is included with the EDR Summit registration Monday-Wednesday from 7:00-8:00 AM
• Lunch is included with the EDR Summit registration Monday and Tuesday

This schedule is tentative and subject to change without notice.